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How it started

• B/I: Printed anthologies to 1700 (1960)

• B/II, Printed anthologies of the 18th century (1964) 

• A/I: Editions containing music by a single composer, to 1800 (1971–1999)

Presenter Notes
Notiz
RISM published two series in the early days, both dedicated to printed music. For a long time, these books were the gold standard for musicologists and librarians, the “A/I” and “B/I” numbers became recognizable symbols in their own right, and the phrase “not in RISM” peppered the literature to draw attention to copies that we did not know about.   



Google Ngram for “Not in RISM”, 1960-2019

Presenter Notes
Notiz
 This is a Google Ngram for the phrase “not in RISM” in English publications between 1960 and 2019. You can see that frequency aligns with our publication activities.   
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How it’s going

A/I

• 96,821 editions

• 311,428 copies 

• 3.22 copies/edition

B/I

• 2,700 editions

• (8,100 copies?)

RISM in 2022
• 125,300 editions

• 83,300 individual entries

• 144,500 music incipits

• 30,800 revised records

• 68,000 unica

• 1,400 editions 20+ copies

• 364,160 copies

• 2.9 copies/edition

• Printed editions up to World War II

Presenter Notes
Notiz
The CD-ROM of A/I (2011) gave us two huge advantages: first, it put the A/I book information into electronic form, which paved the way for its import into the RISM database, and second, it gave us some concrete numbers. We can compare these A/I numbers with printed music today, after 6 years of using Muscat to catalog. Note: 68,000 editions are preserved by only one holding library: “unica” by one definition, but it must be understood that not every library contributes music from the same time periods, so music from the 19th century or later (for example) is more likely to have only one holding library in RISM. This is a lot to be proud of! We are expanding and enriching our knowledge of music publishing. But there is a lot more work that needs to be done.   



Presenter Notes
Notiz
Far too many of our records still look like this – and I think everyone here knows that there are editions in your institutions that are not yet in RISM.   



Unica: RISM Online

Presenter Notes
Notiz
You might think: Where do I begin? Some institutions focus on their unique items. With RISM Online you can see what editions are unique to your institution: you can enter your siglum (F-V) and then say number of printed copies: 1, and then see what items are held only by you. For Versailles, this number ends up being 139, and so that would be a good place to start enhancing records because you are the only one who can do so.   



Geographic distribution: RISM Catalog

Presenter Notes
Notiz
With the RISM Catalog you can see the geographic distribution and see if an edition, genre, composer, etc. is unique to your country or region. For example, you look at a composer (Purcell), limit to prints, and you can see in what libraries this composer can be found. If you are a German library with Purcell editions, this might be a good way to start, having the strongest Purcell holdings in your country.   



Kirstin Dougan Johnson, “Unravelling the RISM Riddle at the University of 

Illinois: An Inventory and Analysis.” Fontes Artis Musicae 67, no. 2 (April-

June 2020): 119-142.

Presenter Notes
Notiz
Of course, sometimes it’s not always easy to know what has been reported to RISM already and what hasn’t – many librarians know the feeling when a researcher says they found something on RISM but then we can’t find it on our shelves. Here I’d like to highlight the work of Kirstin Dougan Johnson who did an inventory of her institution’s printed editions at the University of Illinois and compared them to RISM – if you have time for a project, this is something that every institution should be doing. It improved her university’s catalog and it improved RISM as well, as many mysteries were cleared up – leading to better records for everyone.     



Add holdings

Presenter Notes
Notiz
As many of you here already know and are doing, the easiest way to contribute printed music to RISM is by adding your holdings. If you have a bit more time, it would be helpful to everyone if you could revise your records. As you can see, many of our records contain only a portion of the title and completely lack material descriptions – to say nothing of individual entries or music incipits. Full details are on the RISM website, including a simple chart of what fields need to be revised. Adding your holdings and revising records are two valuable ways to contribute to RISM.   



Splitting records

Presenter Notes
Notiz
Here is something else that you might encounter in the RISM records. These are records that describe multiple editions in Muscat. This one has three. In RISM's catalogs for series A/I and the B volumes, multiple printed editions were often summarized in a single entry. Ideally, each distinct printed edition should have its own record in Muscat.   



Splitting records

Presenter Notes
Notiz
Here’s how to recognize when something needs to be split. Your record might have one or more of these characteristics. The Title on source (245) will often mention multiple parts or several keys.   



Splitting records

Presenter Notes
Notiz
Sometimes it’s not that obvious and you have to read the entire title to realize two different books are meant.   



Splitting records

Presenter Notes
Notiz
Frequently multiple plate numbers will be listed in the field Plate number (028), with successive plate numbers being in parentheses.   



Splitting records

Presenter Notes
Notiz
In the holdings information, there are usually indications that only a certain part (Buch/libro) is preserved.   



Splitting records

Presenter Notes
Notiz
Only the Editorial Center can split records. You don’t have to -- If you are looking at a record, and you have in your hands Book II, you can of course add your holdings, say you only have Book II, and be done. This is what we do when we split a record. First, we search to see whether the component parts are already in Muscat. Frequently we do find Book II or Part V in Muscat already. We create new records for the components that aren’t in Muscat. Each record gets the same A/I number, just as in the book. Sometimes we can create full records for the new components, but not always. We add a note (500) to summarize the situation so that RISM users and  for other RISM contributors understand where to find all relevant information. We make sure information from the original record, like keys and plate numbers, gets moved over to the new records. And lastly, we shift the holdings so each library is attached to the part that they have. Now you can add your holdings to the part that you have, and enhance your record. This does take a bit more time because it involves communication with the Editorial Center and you have to wait a day until we can split the record, but the database is much better afterwards, so we appreciate your assistance in getting this done.     
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B/II and Beyond

• B/II, Printed anthologies, 18th century (1964) 

• B/VI: Printed writings about music (1971)

Presenter Notes
Notiz
RISM’s series B includes two inventories of printed musical sources that are particularly relevant for music libraries but they have not yet been systematically added to Muscat (and we do not have plans to do so). However, RISM contributors are welcome to add records for items that are described in these publications. Some records from these series are already in Muscat. Always check first before creating a new record. Neither B/II nor B/VI has unique identifiers, so you have to search by page number. There are some (less than 1,000) duplicates between A/I and B/II, so you might see records from B/II that also have A/I numbers. Simply add your holdings to that record. Most B/II and B/VI records, however, are not in Muscat, so you will likely have to create a new record.   
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B/II and Beyond

Presenter Notes
Notiz
When you create a new record for something that is in B/II, it is very important that you add the reference to the book in the field RISM Series (510). This helps Editorial Center staff find the new records and add additional holdings—we compare with the printed B/II books and add the copies listed. Do not use the field Bibliographic reference (691) to refer to the print’s presence in the RISM series. If you are interested in adding items from other RISM B series, please let us know.   



Google Ngram for “RISM”, 1960-2019

Presenter Notes
Notiz
All in all, you can see that as we are working in a shared catalog, describing printed editions is more complicated than it used to be but it also gives us a lot of opportunities for precise documentation. This is an Ngram for “RISM” and we hope that as we continue our work, we will increase our relevance for researchers and this trajectory will keep going up. No longer will researchers have to say “not in RISM” but they will simply be able to cite RISM.   
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